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The- cultural options available `to- teachers,

),

strategies and 'techniques dealing with the inclusion of culture in
the course, and severe pedagogical and culture-specific' sources,are
discussed here. As a guide toward ' better understanding and evaluation -of cultural' options and strategies; twelve dtudent-oriented cultural
.goals are listed. I n order t
to give some direction toward
implementation of these gaols, five basic' techniques
are described:
/.
the culture capsule, the
t,e-culturesimilator,
J the culidral-miniarama and learning- activity packages.t-in. the context
of'a_discusSion-of the-degree to-twhich-ddltural materials should te
integrated with languatga-material
four approaches are - described:
designation of specificculture days; the cote plus open -tine"
approach, based on a curriculum-iodel prOposed by Lafayette;
-integrating language into a- culture- based ,course; and integrating
culture into a language -based course. Suggestions for implementing
the fourth approach' are- claddi.fied- and discussed according to
traditional -course content and skill areas. Finally, an- Wnnotated'resource list of pedagogical references and.textpooks-coniaining-.
cultural components is prbvided. ;(AMR)
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LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE
-

ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) is a,nationwide network-of information centers, each responsible for a given eincatiohal
lovelor field of study. ERIC As supported by -the National Institute
of Education-of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and-Welfare.
The basic'. -objective ,of ERIC is temake -current developments in educational researcli,"instruction, and personn4 preparation more-readily_

accessible to educators and members\of related professions.

ERIC/CLL. The-ERIC deAringbouse"on Languages-and-Linguistics (ERIC/
CLL), one of the specialized-clearinghouses in-the ERIC system; is
operaikby the Center for Applied-ringuistics, -ERIC/CLL is specifically responsible for the collection- and dissemination -of information
-in the general rea'of research and application -in languages, linguistics, and_language teaching and learning.

,

LANGUAGE -IN EDUCATION? THEORY AND PRACTICE- ,In addition-to-processing
information, ERIC /CLL is also-involved-in information.synthesis_and
analysis. TheClearinghouse-commissions recoplized authorities in
languages and-linguistics to write analyses of thea current issues intheir areas of specialty. The resultant doduments, intended for use'
by educators and researchers, are published=under the title-Language
in Xducation; Theoryand Practide.* The series includes practical
guides for classroom teachers, extens4vwstate-of-the-art papers, andselected bibliographies.
,

The material in this,publication was prepared pursuant to a contract
with the National Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. Contractors unaertaking such projects under
Government sponsorship are-encouraged to express freely theirjudg
ment in-professional and technical matters, Prior to- publication,
the manuscript wassubmittedto the American Council- on-the Teaching'
of Foreign-Languages for critical `review and-determination of pro,
.fessional competence. This publication-has met such standards.
Points of view or opinions, -however; do-not-necessarily represent-the
official view or opinionS of either ACTFL er,NIE.
_

.

This publication may be- purchased disrectly fromthe Center for Applied
Linguistics. It also will be announced in the ERIC monthly abstract
journal Resources in Education jRIE) acid -will be available ffoM the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, Computer Microfilm International
Corp., P.0, Box 190,_ Arlington-, VA 22210.
See RIR -for ordering information and-ED-number;
*For further information on the ERIC system, ERIC/CLL, and Cerfter/
Clearinghouse publications, write to ERIC Clearinghouse -on Languages.
and Linguistic , Center for Applied Linguistics, 161 -1 N. lent St.,
Arlihgten, VA* 2209-.

*From 1974 through 1977, all Clearinghouse publications appeared as
the CALERIC/CLL Series on Languages and.Linguistics, _Although-more
papers are being -.added to the original series, thegyjority/o4 the
ERIC)'CLL information analysis products Will be included ip the Lan.!.
guage in Education series,
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TEACHING CULTURE: STRATEGIESAND TECHNIQUES

A-cursory examination -of the titles of articles appearing in the
foreign language-educationTrofessional literature during-the 1970sprovides- ample evidenie that the teaching-6f culture is assuming
.._._ati'increasingly important role in the-foreign language classroom.
ln,spite-Of this evidence, Jarvis tells us-that-the average- language=
teacher's commitment toculture_has-been-erratic at best. He-bases
-his-conclusibn on-the fhct thatteachersftre="faced with a-numbing
overcheice in-which aspects -of culture to teach, Tressed to teach_
languagein rets time than-seemsrhumanly-possible,-sand poorly
assisted by their training-and-tekts.14 The-purpose of ihis.*Taper
\ is to-addies's- these very difficulties: to disduss the cultural
optionSavailable-6 teachers-, to present various strategies anddealing-with the inclusion -of culture in-the classroom,
and ID identify several _pedagogical and Culture-specific sources.
that might-help -teachers-better accomplish their task.

Selecting Cultural Goals
Because culture can-be defined so =broadly,. it is often difficult
-forteaches to select those aspects that should=be included in the
% -curriculunNat,Nhrivous levels
f instruction-.
The choices range
from supplying students wit clearly identifiable cognitive facts
'about a culture to-bringing-about very subtle affective changes in
/thAir desire-or,dhil#y te-value=people who.think, dress, oract
differently from themselves.
As a guide toward better understanding\
and evaluation-of-the choices_available, a-set of twelve different
cultural_goals is listed below. Teachers might wish to-rafikLorder
these goalstand then compare the results with presentqn potential
cultural cIdissromactivities.

el

I,

2.

3.

To recognize and/or interpret major geographical features of
,the,target country (or Countries).
To recognize and/or interpret major historical events pertainiag
to the target country.
'To recognize and/or interpret major aesthetic monuments of the
target cdlture, including architecture, literature; and the
.

.arts.

I

3.

Tp recognize and/or interpret active everyday cultural patterns
people).
(g.g., eating, shopping, greeting

S.

To-recognize and/or interpret passive ever yday cultural patterns
(e.g., marriage customs, education, politics).

6.

To act appropriately in everyday situations.
.

\

7, To'Use appropriate. ommon gestures,
8.

To-evaluate the validity of generalizationspabout foreign-cul.tures.

.

%

9..

10.

11.

To develop skills needed-to research (i.e., locate and organize
information about) culture.
To value different,peoples and societies.

To recognize and/or interpret the culture of-foreign language,related ethnic groups in:the United-States (e.g., ' Latinos,
-FranCO,Americans).-

IT To recognize and/Or interpret, -the culture-of additional-countries-that speak the foreign language (e.g., Canada, Haiti,
-Chile, NiCaragua).

Upon closer examination, the reader will note that these twelve
Goals (1)
goals can be grouped under -'five different categories.
through ,(3fare commonly referred to as "Culture with a capital,C"
(i.eb, 4eogOphical, historical, and aesthetic components), and
goals (4,,through (7 -) belong to -the category of everyday cultural
patterns, or "culture with a small c." Students,need active
cultural kfiowledge to function in tile foreign environment; passive
cultural knowledge, on the other hand, improves their,understanding
of their surroundings but is not necessary for operating in that
culture.. Goals (8) and (9) deal with the process of studying foreign cultures and are probably host appropriate for teachers and
advanced language students. 'Goal (10) represents the overal -1
affective Objective that can te achieved ideally by focusing on one
Finally, goals (11--)._and (12)
or'more of the other twelve goals.
are concerned with the fact that mors than one culturgmay be linked
to a speCific language, including ethnic populations within the
continental Hnited,Statesr
:
.

In considering these student - oriented goals, it shoUld be notedothat
each is important in dnd of itself and thatpXiorities can only be
For'example, a
determined ih relation- to overall course goals.
tourse'specifically designed to teach reading might wigh,to emphasize goals (1), (2), (3), and (8), while one designed to prgpare
individuals for foreign ravel might attach greater importance.to
oals (4), (6), and (7). In addition, for several goals the dis,

.

-

tinction is made between the ability to recognize a cultural pattekn
and the-More diffidult task of interpreting.it.
Beginning classds
might be limited to .the- cognition phase, while advanced classes
,
could include an3lysisag-weLl. Another 'option= might-be to require
-only recognition of the-geographic, higtorical, and aegthetic
elements,sand both recognition and analysis of everyday components.
Numerous possibilities exist; because of these options; teachers
should consider seriously the goals of teaching.culture prior to
designing specific cultural activities for classroom uses

.

.

'Packaged Techniques -for_Teaching -Culture,'

i

vDuring_.the fast ten years,_ the increasing interest in. the teaching
of culture and the general lack -of appropriatetextbdok materials
have fostered the development_of several commonly used teaching
techniques. _Because these techniques have often been available in

-

packaged form, the.tendencrhas been to use them as supplementapy
tlassroom materials. However, with careful selection, the -teacher
can sAccestfully integrate these materialswith individual textbook
units.
Th-is section will describe and-ekemprify live of these basic
1-techniques; .their integration will_ be discussed in the section that
follows.

Culture Capsule.
Originally: developed by Taylor and-Sorensen, 2 the culture capsule
was designed to explaiwa specific cultural difference between an
American and-a foreign custom. Using a variety of visual aids and
realia, the teacher provides a brief oral explanation -of the foreign
_custom and-contrasts it with a related American custom.
This,s ,
followed by a series of content-related questions and appropriate
student activities. Some publishers have produced sets of- culture
capsules liasd on this original Model aruNdesigned for supplementary
use (see Bpource _List). -Unfortunately, most-of them have'been
written in 'English, reinforcing the-notion that culture should -not
necessarily be taught in-the target language.
The culture .capsule
need not be limitedto oral presentation by the teacher nor
restricted to-presentation-in-English. In-fact,_the-example shownbelow (developed bythe author for use in a foreign language methods
class) demonstrates how a culture capsule can be individualized and
integrated with the teaching of reading-and-writing.
Identification '
4
.

.

.

Topic: Post Office (Poe es, Telegraphes, Telephones-PTT)
.
Theme: CommaniFation
Level of Difficulty':
Late intermediate or higher

'

General Objective
`lb provide stulents with basic facts about the French "post office"
3
3/4

[

so that they will be able to compare-#;tia'their own description

of an American pbst office.
..,

Specific -Objectiveg
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Given a brief passage to. rea;dstudents Will answer in writing
the 'four questions that lollow the passage. All answers duet' be
complete sentences. A total of three spelling or gthnmar errors
-will be' permitted,, but no- content errors will be allowed. ,'
1.

Students will ;trite in English a one- or two7paragraph descrdpdon ofcan Amei-ican 'post office.
Students will write a one-paragraph composition describing the
role of the post office in the life of an average Frenchman and
American. Three spelling)r grammar ,errors Will be permitted.
3.

Learning.-

Activities
.

1.

tr

Read carefully the material presented- below. Pay special

-

attention to the factual information presented.. Look up words only
when you absolutely have to!

En France, les communications publiques (poste4, telegraphes,

telephones -PTT) font partie du ,gouvernement. Le ministre des Postes
et Telecommunications dirige cette division du gouvernement.

La poste joue un rale important dans la vie des,.Frangp.is parce
qu'on peut y faire beaucoup de choses. Au bureau de poste, 1es
Francais, come les Americains, peuvent (1) acheter des timbres et

_

(2) envoyer et recevoir des-flettres, des colis, de l'argent.

De

"pluss' les _Francais peuvent alley -au- bureau de poste pour (1 envoyer

des telegramraes, (2) deposer ou retirer de l'argent 11. la cal
diepargne, (3) telephoner, et (4) recevoir des palements de la
securite sociale.
fro

Les Parisiens,peuverit ,aussi envoyer une lettre de type special.
Cest 'la lettre .pnetnatique. Ces lettrer traversen'c Paris dans des
forment un xebeau souterrain, environ
tubes Vair comprime
480_,Id2omatres. ties arrivent leurs destinations dans un delai
maximum de trois heures.

La distrib ion du courrier est faite par le facteur. A Paris
le courrier t distribue trois Lois par Jour. En province la
distribution est moins frequente.
.-Dans les igandes-v'p 11es-il y a des bureaux de poste ,dans

plAsieurs que.rtiere etras sont ouverts de 9h. A.' 19h. sans interruption.. pans les villages les FTTs sont souvent fermes eritre midi
.et 14h. - A ,Paris it y ,a certains bureaux de poste qui sont'ouverts
24 heures par Jour pour telephoner ou our envoyer des telegrarames.

c,1
4

9.

_

2.

Read the following questions basid on the above readihg.
in writing using complete sentences.'
a.

'
b.

Answer

Qui contrqle les,ComMunicatiofis icubliques en Prance?

Est-ce que le bureau deloOste rrangais sloccupe seulgment de.
timbres, de lettres et de colis?
JO°

.c.

Wiest-cezque c'est qu'ulkettre pneumatique?-

f

d.. A quelle-heure kei PTTs sent his ouverts dans.les grandes
Villes? dans les villages?
.-

Submit you\ answers to your teacher.- If, there,are contents 4
errors or-more-than three spellinkOx grammar errors, your.teacher
will -iceScribe=correctiVel-procedures.
If-the teacher inforts-you.
Of satisfaCtory Completion, go on to step- (4).

"3.

.

A.

,Write in:English-a oneor two-paragraph-description of-an
American_pott office. -Make believe that you are writing this for',

-a.- foreigner-and inclUde-what_an AMerican usually _does at the_post
-office.

,

5; Write-a-one-paragraRh ansWer in French to the ,quostion,below.
Use the reading on the-French pott office-and yoUr description of
the,American-one for background information. -No* more-than three
tpelling'or grammar errors will be permitted.
Le bureau, de poste est-fl _plus.important dans la vie du
Francais ou dans la vie-Jde l'Americain? Pourquoi4
61
Submit items._(4)- and (5) to-your teacher.
If-the information
presented -isincorrect or if you have-made' lorethan_three-tpelling

or- grammar errors,- corrective- procedures will b.e-prescribed.

your teacher informs you-of satiSfactoty completion, you may -go on

-

-io.,.the -next" step in'Athekourse:
-Note:

The French passage pregented-here is an adaptation Of materials develepeitfor a mdnicourse at Waukesha High School in Waukesha;
Wisconsin.

Audio-Motor Unit
The audio-motor unit is 'designed-primarily to teach listening comprehension.
It-conSists of_a series oforal commands to which
students are instructed-to react phy,sically. When -the commands

contain culqrally related material; this highly motivating tech-pique immediately demonstrates the cultural phenomena through'
the physical responses. the Spanish example shown- below, taken'
Irop an article-by.Kalivoda, Morain and Elkins,3 illustrates four -

characteristics "if Spartishi tablo manners:. the manner of eating
Meat,' the positbn -of the/hards.when not in use, the role of wine
f ,
at mealtyle, an the ma er f' ea ting bread.
1
Au are at restaurant.
Es tgs en un `Testaurante...
,

QZ

'Pick up yo

a

Cage la

r.apki

Unfold it.

Put it on your la

Ponla sobre las piernas.
'Cage el t nedor can la !nano

.

Pick up your for in your
. left/hand.
Pick, up your ife- in your
Tight ha
Cut a piece of Meat.

iy

Put it in
chew
Jo

izqu3erda.
Coge el ouchillo con la mano
derecha.
Carta 45' trozo.,de carne.

our mouth.

Ponlo

'

Deja, en el plata el tenedor .
el cuchillo.

the table.

e your` hand's on

15i5ca.

MastIcalo.
Trggalol

,

Swallow it.
Put d n your knife and
ork.

Deja %las manor en la mesa..

S!rvete un vaso de vino.

vPdur a glass of 'wine.

,';Take a sip.

'Bebe,6un poco.
Qui ores, pan.

You want soMe.pread.
,

se4illeta.

DesdOblalA./

Break off a*,piece.

of

-Parte ,un trozo

-Eat it:
'Pick up the bi4i.

gagela cuenta.

1.,e,ok at

Mf

Sac k

Take- out your wll'et.

Pay the bill.

L'eavethe ,restaurant.

to billetera.1

' Page la cuenta.

Deja una,propina.

'

,8al del restaurante.

Culture Assimila_tor-._.

Based.
on modified
programming and- critical incident techniques,
.
.
.,

assimilators provide an excellent selfrinstructional source
Eack,episode consists of an inci-dent presented IlIkliatrafive or dialogue format) -in which an American tomes face to face with a conatat in the target Culture.
After reading the episode, students. select one of four
possible
.
culture

forz\learning cultural- canoe-15;s.

.expol.anations. . Each choice is accompanied by,- appropriate feedback:"

Vie Yalrielg episode inciudektkere is part af, an assimilator "entited
*, (-). .1-Aary'isjir-5,,49hd'olday in Paris') and was developed bx Ikndrea La eyre
a

tk

WI-graduate mAhods'oburse at -15;41...anAniversity..4 Jhej.reader
should note that 'even/ the- feedback for the.,Wrong choices }2,roxides
'interesting
cultural 3.4"ormation.i.
.
.
. ..,
.

.

Taking the Bus
.

.

,

After breakfast, ?pry leaves the apartment and crosses the
street to wait at the bus s\top that Madame Dupont showed her the
.6

'

.

previous evening.
The bus arrives dad Mary get§ on. She takes.
out the ticket that Madathe pupont gave her, inserts it in the
machine next to.the driver in_order to validate it and goes to
he.seat. After the bus has made about ten stops, a ticket con-'
ti'oller gets on the bus and asks to see the passengers' tickets.
When-he- gets-to Mary, she shows her ticket', after examining it
for a minute and asking at what stop.she got on the-bus, the
controller starts writing out a summons saying thatMa-y will
have to pay afine. Mary protests, saying that she has-her
ticket, but'the con 'troller gives herthe.summons anyway:
,

Ohy-did the ticket controller make-Mary Pay2a fine?
I.
2.
i.

.

4.

Mary's ticket was for the-subway.
, Mary had not paid enough; -for her trip.

Mary hadija- second-class-ticket and-wA, riding-a firstclass buses

Mart

Feedback:

1.

2.

ticket had.not-been'puncheeby the lids

CThese feedback paragzaphs are not usually loca,ted
imAediatc1;ollowing the ,episode.)

This is very unlikely, since tickets for the
and-for
the subway are the same in Paris. One may buy single tickets
or a carnet (booklet of ten tickets). The .cbst per ticket
is substantially less wren-bought in acarnet.

This is thecOirect reason. Although Mary had aticket and
had inserted it in-the machine for validation, she did-not
realize that the bus routes in Paris are-divided into sec--*
tions that usually contain-about six stops.each,.andlihat
when one rides from a stop in one section to a stop%.in
another section, two tickets must be used: Two tickets is
the most one-must pay_ for any trip,land one can travel from
one side of Paris to another for tWo-tickets.
However, onemay ride-anywhere in parf§ by subway for'onetickqt, includ-ing_any number of trantrers.
.

3.

'

This is impossible, becadse one uses only second-class
tickets in Parisian_buses. There are,no first- or secondclass buses. -First-class tickets are used only in-the subway, where there is one first-class car in each subway/train.
The first-class car is usually less crowded and more comfortable, is always located in the-middle of the train, and-is
always a different colorIrom the second-class cats. ,Firstclass tickets cost almost twice as'much as Secona-claSs
tickets.
-

7

Iw

This answer is incorrect, because Mary had inserted her
ticket in the automatic validation machine when she got on
the bus. Up until twook three years ago, each bus -had a
.driver and a.confrofleur who took the ticket's and punched
The same was true in the subway where a
,.them_ma'nually.
pOinconneur punched each ticket at the tntrapce 40 the'
platform. However, in the new buses there is, next to the'
driver, a machirKInto which one inserts one's ticket when
getting on the bus. The machine imprints the date, time,
and the stop at whichthe'passenger boarded the bus. This
makes it easier to spot-cHeck =the passengers to be sure they
have'paid-or=that-they hktve net used an old ticket for a
-\
second time. .

4:

%.
-Cultural Minidrama

Using critical incident_ techniques similar to the culture assimilato; the minidrama presents an example of a miscommunication in
This is followed by teacher-led-dis=
the form -of a dramatization,
EUssion to help students discover the cause of the miscommunication.
Minidramas Tr.o_vide an excellent opportunity for.student_participatien.not only through the attempt tosolve the_problem but also
through staging the dramatization. The example shown-below is an
abbreviated-adaptation o.£ a-minidrama foundlin Seerye's leaching
Culture.s
-

o

Narrator:, NO young-American studentsCindy and-Debbie, are in'
e

-Cannes for their summer vacation. They pass an openmarket where fdrmers are selling their fruits and
,yegetableS.
I'm thirsty! Look at that table of fruit
over there...the one wherpthe lat,woman is sitting.

Cindy:

Ws so hot!

-Debbie:

She-h s some beautiful -Deaches.
a look at them.

Cindy-:

YotOre-right those are nice peaches.

Let's go over and take

pick out the peaches-she I./ants -to buy.)

(She starts -to.,

Let's take this

one and-the one over there....

Tender:

Eh bien, mesdemoiselles, you're planning
(sarcastically)
to buy the whole.,ablefull'

Debbie:

I wonder what
(whispers to Cindy) Is she ever rude!
)bably-had-a fight with her husbandher problem is!
this Willing

(Teacher leads-class.diJcussion helping students discover that in
-- France one does not touch the fruit in a-- display. The vendors.

13

serect the fruit for you si4be they have spent much time arranging.
it.)

Ler

g Activity Packages

,Originally designed
.nstructional units for ilVividualizedprcgrams, learning activ_iy-packages (LAPs) are by no means liMited
to the teaching ot-,:ulttrec. However, they can be-:developed easily
to teach-ctiture in
traditional and individualized prog ms.
In the former, tLey can provide an excellent source_Of,supp;lemen'ary
materials for thogrttbdents who -learn more rapidly.:_thanthe rest of
,

Each -=LAP .usually consists of a, set of instructions for
teacher and students,- a set'of objectives, *.pre-test several learning activities,self-,tests, and a.post-test..' Dud to_the:iength of a
typical-LAP, it is impossible to include an-example _hare; however,
the. class.

the reader is directed to=excellent units-by-darlile6 a4d-Kirbhher7
and to,two exciting German units by Witte aid bYllunt-Statfret 41.4
,

Stratesies for Teaching- Culture

'

)
'

The-batic curricular issue in cross-cultural education is the degree
to which,cultural information Should-be integrated with language
materials, Although_the majority ,of_writers,suggesea high-degree
Nfidagratioo, many teachers are of the opinion that ttlture-is a
acondary goal and should not be-permitted-to interfere with basic
languageinstruction. -Whatever the priorities, allcultural,instruction should be-guided by-two basic instructional principles.
First,
cultural learning activities should _be:planneda-t carefully as
/language learning activities. This-prevents an erratic- and-"off
the.top of -the head" approach_and-enabfes the teacher to allocate to
culture the desired-degree-of importance. Second, culture components
should=be tested as rigorously as language-components; lest,-students,
assume that cultural- knowledge has little or no impact on_grades and
conseq0ently is not wottily-of their attention in or out of the classroom.
An excellent source of ideas and techniques for testing ttlr
,ture
Valetteis Modern Language Testing.9

.Designating Specific Culture Days

Frpbably the least compiicatii4 approach to'i eluding culture in the
curriculum ie to designate specific days for its teaching.
This
approach is often used by teachers who attach less importance to
culture or tbose who have to rely helvily.on supplementary materials
because their textboOkslack sufficiaeCultural materials164 The
selection of these special days:should not be limited tb Fridays or
pre-vacatibn days,'es this practice reinforces the notion of culture
as-an afterthought% 'When carefully planned, this approaa can
proy,ide students with meaningful cultural experiences. The folloWing suggestions are offerbd as guidelines:

When making long -range plans, teachers should_determine the
approximate amount of time of number of days to be spent on
culture. On the basis of student interest and the availability
of Materials, /hey should then identify the most impoktant
topics, to-be covered.

An attempt should be made to present the topics in.conjun,tion
with related thematic. units and/or closely related vocabulary
and &Rimer content. For example, shopping habits might be
discussed following-a unit that introduces clothing vocabulary,
or the metric system examined following a unit in which numbers
are taught.
_v.-Cultural presentations should not be limited to the lecture
method. Selected use of the aforementioned-audio-motor-units
and minidramas can provide students with more opportunities for
highly
participation. In fact, both techniques can serve as
The
cultural
topics.
motivating- introductions to specific
restaurant audio-motor unit outlined earlier; for example; con=
.stitutes an excellent introductory activity to a discussion of
-Spanish'eatingAlabits.
Nlture should not be treated exclusively in English. A-con-,
c rted effort'Should be-made to-incldde at-least a modicum of
,target language cultural activities.

Although learnIng activity packages are designed; primarily for
self-instruction, many of them-include interesting_ activities
that can eagily be adapted to whole=class-instruction _These,
units, also contgin ready-made_ evaluation,instruments-that can
be adapted for use in traditional-classroom settings.
A
In order to increase student participation, consideration- shouldbe given-to the use Lf small-group instruction. Culture cap-.
su14, for'exampIe, might be _assigned to- different grbupg whose
task would be to prepke a bfief,,critical incident in narrative
-or,drama-Torm iNustrating the specific cultural difference.
--Many cultural topics lend-thbmselves readily tp rule-playing
and/or'iimulation. One such example is the Market10 game,
originally developed for middle gradegocial studies classes
and-adapted' for French and Spanish classes.11

"Core Plus OpenTime" Approach
Andther non-integrated approach to teaching culture would be to-uae
-a-variation of die curriculummodel proposed by -Lafayette.12. Based on the assumption that in-most cases the number of lessons prescribed
for any-given course is successfully completed only by a few teachers
and select students, the model calls for the identification of a core
-ofminimnm essential-materials that all students must Master.
10
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-As shown in Ihe -above,model, a block of time - remains open that can
be- devoted to _reinforcemiont foristudents who need additional- time
to-reach core proficiency.
These students are identified during
diagnostic_phases- throughodt the core development. This_model,
might be applied-to each semester, to each- grafting- period, or to
.
each textbook unit.
.

_

-Because-the model merely:provides a form-intoewhich content is
inserted, it -is applicable -to- courses where language-is a_primary
goal and-culture supplementaryjs well as to courses] with- opposite
'priorities. -In the-former case teachers identify the baSic elements
of_gramMar and vocabulary that' constitute the core. At the end_ of
each Unit they-evaluate trogress with traditional testing procedures.
Two or 'three-slays of open_time are thenallocated to-,cultUral enrich.,
ment activities fof,those.students who-have already readhed-Corepreficiency-and language reinforcement activities-for those students,
-who-have-not. Since the latter students_are-likely to-be-in need
--of -teacher attention and the former likely to be more adept at selfor small -group instruction, theenrichment aciivities,are_desikned
primari=ly in an ihdividualizedlgide. Suggested activities include ,
the individualized cultUre-capsules-and the learning-activity-packages-described-earlier. Also appropriate are the'-supplenitntary
cultural' readers Appearing-in increasing numbers on the market, or
the short keadingS found in-many textbooks. A-kinal4suggestion.-would be lb ,build activities around foreign newspaper:, and-magazines
'or use materials already available(see-Resourte List).

In courses-where culture is emphasized more than_grammarx the core
/--.'inight consist of cultural information and-cOlturally- related conversational activities. In such a situation, ehr*Iiment activities

Could include the learning and application-of specific vammar rules.
I'

1

Integrating Language-into aiCultureBased-Codrse
The most frequently suggested- approach to the teaching -of culture
in American foreign language programs calls for a maximum degree tf
ef,
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integration of linguistic and cultural topics. .Currently, this
most often implemented byintegrating culture into a language-based
textbook; that is; the text is based primarily.on language featureS,
and a variety of cultural ininformation and activities are added.
However, there are a,small numbe ok programs based on specific
cultural themes to,Which are added the grammar and vocabulary-necessary for linguistic implementation. Since the latter implies a
non-traditional approach to teaching grammar and vocabulary, there
are very few materials available for such courses. However,.an,,,
'excellent example of a culture-based program, including sample,
theunits in trench, German, Italian_and Spanish, can be
Shopping-is the theme,,
IeS Report of the Northeast _Conference.1
of -each of these lour.nnits, and
each_case the vocabglary and
grammatical structures'lend themselves-to this theme. The closest
apOoximation of.-this approach-in-textbook formds the very recent
-German text, Unsere-Fitunde=.14--

o

-

Integrating Culture into a Language-Based_Coorse
r*

.

=Although this approach is most practical from-the-point of view of
available materials and teacher training, the fact that only a
limited number of language-based texts successfully integrate cultural components suggests that the-task is not an- easy one. Teachers
who attach-a-high-degree of importance to=cultural education.,_ hpwever, may lind-that many of the ideas and activities suggested below
No doubt
are well worth the additional time and effort involved.
t suggestions are already being implekented in some
Many bf
texts. The teacher's responsibility is to. implement those with
1
In order, to facilitate appraisal,
impact.
the greatest
course conaccorHin no-traditional course
the-suggestions a i
tent and skill areas:
Integrating Culture and Introductory Materials. Most recent text,
-books no longer-limit introduCforVmaterials-or lessons -to -the
dialogue forMat-of audiolingual vintage; instead, they use a variety
of.forms, including- dialogues, narrative-readings, letters-,, poems,
etc.
Although some texts supplement introductory materials with
cultural notes, the above change does not necessarily ensure integraIn fact, even the preseAceof-s4th
tion-of cultural materials.
Countless Iliamateriali is no guarantee of their implementation.
logueS in -the audiolingual texts incorporated cultural eltments,
but the dialogues were often used solely for linguistic purposes.
In fostering greater integration, it iS-iMportant to realize that
introductory materials can be-a sourceofcultural learning-as-well
as language learning. The following suggeStions may help facilitate
the task of achieving both these goals:.'

.

e

-Carefully examine the materials to identify what cultural
features, if any, are'included. Non-native teachers may wish
-to stek the help of native informants, especially if thematerial is tot accompanied by cultural notes.

If

I

4-

Prepare at .least

one-sentence statement concerning each
separate cultural element and_pra tq use;it, if only-as an
dside, in the introduction.of these-materials.

Identifyat least one supplementary source where you or aninquisitive studeht might find.additional material on the topit.
,0,----,Determine if a textbook photograph illustrates the feature and
plan a specific activity relating the illustration to the
introductory materials,
- -Include at least one culturally related acpivity-OT-exercise
to accompany the factual_ uestions -that normally follow-such
material.? For example, students might be asked to rewrite in
English _certain dialogues, making sure that the _dialoguesreflect American cultural behayior rather-than foreign :cultural=
,

_patterns.-

Teachers with culture -poor- textbooks would-do-well to-put the above'
notebook, -thereby creating the nucleus
-of a cultural- guide for each unit.

7-information-on cards br

Integratiktulture and Vocabulary. Since Vocabulary is often tiught
in isolation, the-teacher-needs to do two things to ensure that
integration-takes place. 'Firsti each word should-be_placed in a
meaningful-language cohtext;_ sec.ind, attention should-=be paid-td
its-cultural connotation within that context. The French adjectivepetit,,forexampie, would normally mean "small"; however, it often
connotes.-endearMent in- certaip contexts -(ma,petite_amie is- properly
translated as-rumy girl friend"). In-order to ,introduce_a -greater
-degree of integration-between culture and vocabulary learning, he
teacher might wish to, consider any or all ofhthe
owing ideas:
Accompany the introdUction and drill of vocabulary items by
Appropriate-visual's selected from target_janguage sources.
The EngliSh words "bread" and "house" do not necessarily haveidentical 0 cultural referents in other.tountries.

'

'Group,vocabulary items in-culture-related clusters.
This provides an oppertUnity to-discuss a culture point cr to reinforce
-one-that-has -been_presented along with the intredUttory
als.
For-example, instead of grouping-all food vocabulary, it
would 6e_advantageous to separate the items inte subgroupsaccording to what-people might eat at breakfasti lunch, dinner,
or for an after-sthopli.snack. Another possibility would betogroup-the-words'A the'same way that one might order them in a
cafe as opposed to a restauranY7--*daw are samplesifaf-exer=
cises using such clusters:

At breakfast I eat cereal (eggs, toast, doughnuts, etc.).
At lunch I eat,g sandwich (Big Mac, hot dog, apple, etc.).
At dinner reat meat -(potatoes, peas, carrots,-bread, etc.).
13 1.

'

-

(Another example ould be to practice numbers by reading
phone numbers Loud in the proper foreign cadence.

0,19
Identify and xplain wordsthat might have specific cultural
meanings in ertain contexts, or words that have English cognates ,but w'ose meanings are not culturally similar _(e.g.., saire
de bain is commonly translated as "bathroom"; however, if sent .
there, a American in France might_find only a bathtub). InSpanish, the diminutiye ptobably connotes endearment juStons
it does smallness.
often

Prepare, for use by students interested in Specific "cultural
itemg, supplemeqary sets of vocabulary related to the basic
clutersintroduAed in each unit. Basic leisure activity
vocabulary might .be supplemented by 'separate, more specific

sets related to,hch activity -(for example,. movies: dkuthentary,s
cartoon; spy-; scan4res: types of concerts and names offamous
concert 'halls; sPbitS: names of posiiions played).
Integrating Culture and Grammar.

When teaching grammar, the instru-c:

tot is usually so intent-on the linguistic element at hand -that
little thought is given to including.possible cultural components
such activities. in the case of many grammatical CoMnonents, this
can be,gectified by placing at lest one drill in a cultural context.
A few specific examples follow:

,

The :Partitive in F,renth is commonly)used with food vocabulary.
The drill included in the vocabulary section above -could -just
as easily be used to drill the partitivei `andAt would have the

added aavantage of reinforcing cultural infoniation.
v

As) an addition to the usual- visual cloek drills used in teaching
time, drills, could be constructed in which the students indicate
the normal time 6f daily events.
44 Normally we have lunch (breakfast, snack, dinner) at moon
(7 : 3Ci, 3: 30 , 6:00) .
.

-Dad gets home from work atMom 'gets home from work at

,

Jim gets home from high school at
Mary gets home from kindergarten at
Notmally we get Up nt
, .go to 'church at
,

.

But on Spadays we get up at

, and usually hay,e bfunch at

with family friends:

Culturally oriented audio-motor units can serve as excellent
drills for understanding and giving commands.

.

,,
. .
Inte ratilit-Culture and Communication. Obviously the greatest need
or t
integration of language and culture is in the area of communication. Although language may be,themedium, culture.is thp v
Ines
e.
_In constructing' communication activities, it is not only
importa t that students be able to use correct linguistic elements
but al
that they use them at the proper time, in the proper place,
and-i the proper company. Students may very well attainsa perfect
on a test ofiformal and familiar yerb forTs1 however, such a
score.is of little use if they address the local- pastor with the
wrong form. The suggestions ine4uded below by no means exhaust the
nuMproks activities available for integrating culture and-bommunica-,
tion; rather, they provide a base upon-which other related- activities
can be built.

For listening comprehension purposes, make frequent use of
cultural audio-motoeunits and culture capsples recorded on
cpssette -tapes.

Carefully examine textbook dialogues to determine-Af open-ended=
activities- might ee constructed by simply changing one-or two
elements. A sample textbook dialogue-might read as--follows:

Petef: :What are you doing this weekend? ,
Jane:'

I am going

Peter:

How do you plan to /get there?

-Jane:-

visit Versailles with my parefits.

'We-are taking a train from the-Gare-St. La-zare.
Sunday morning and returning in the evening.

4, By changing the...place to be Visited-,. Jane's-second response

could be left open for the student to complete. The student
would-have to know where the place was located andlhow to get
there.

Ask students to construct and -act out dialogues containing-a
minimum,,number of words selected from the vocabulary clusters
.
k
mentionediearlier.

Have students conduct interviews-with a native informant-or
question-you or other students playing the role of natives.
Sets.of questions could-be prepared for varicuis cultural,points..
For instance, ap intervieW with questions designed to discover
the characteristics of a home or apartment could bring out
important differences between the native and-target cultures.
An interOew aimed at learning about shopping habits and conducte with both-urban and .rural informants might.uncover dif,
ferent habits within-the-same cultiire.
.

Plan to include one or more culminating activities ip each unit.
The purpose of these activities is to Tut to-use as-Much bf
Is
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the lingufstic and cultural content of thelesson-as possible
in d-mehningful and (=aurally apcurate context. Such activities may take up an--en.tixe class period (e.g., the'Market
game mentioned earlidt or- shopping in the "classroom" department store, where students serve as clerks and lients).
Culminating activities may also include particip tion in brief
role-playing situations.' -For example:
4.

-

--YOu_are-a 16-year-old girl Who has been given money to
purchase a complete outfit. However, the - clothes- -must
be_appropriate-t&attend-Sunday Mass in- a small gmoyincial
Go tb your teacher, who is playing the role-of
,village.
the owIter of a bOutique, and- make your purchase's.

You wish -to 'purchase a book, a record, stationery,-and
stamps for-Yourself. Your-mother alas asked-you to:pick-up-,
some Ulead'and cold-ham-slicgs en-your way-home. -There_are-several store signsOn your teacher's desk., When-you
approach the desk, pick out the-appropriate sign_and'pur- JP*7
-chase the-necessary items.- Repeat thiS procedure' until

you=have-acquired,everythinvmentioned above.'
-

_

nary - analysis
Culture: and_Reading. _--Preliminary-analysis
ofthe-tasg
-of-combining culture and reading-suggests that it is,the simplest
to accomplish, since all that is.requirid-is _to select readings
with-cultural content. Although -,this is partially true, the teacher
,Must see that the passages are-read for cultural as well as for
Far too many-cultbral selections areread only
linguistic content.
= for tranalation purposes, and students \arn often coMplete the
_accompanying-exercises-without even, unde standing-the content of
the text. In all the suggestions-made below, it is-emphaaized that
-1 the teacher should assure the presence of a-culturally-relatedactivity,,in addition to the common-question-answer exercises that
often `follow reading passages.
,

f

Refrain frob-bypassing the cultural narratives that maw text-,
-books identify as optional. -Usually these'readings are closely
related-to lesson the es and -can serve 'as a final activity for
the diit.
Examine the books suggested in the Resource List accqvanying;,
thisgaper and-identify readings that are related -to specific r.
leaseha in the text you are-usint.T Include at leapt one such
reading in each. -of the unit plans and-offer others as. potential
supplementary activities.'
Make use of discriminationlactivities, as suggested by Cas,teel
and WillifordiS In these activities, the teachgr identifies
Students
fof the students three differOwcultural concepts:.
are then given-three episodes loiread,-after which-they must
match the episodes to the-concepts. 'A more difficult assignment
d

.1
1.
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would be to withhold the concepts and a k s-tt"nts. to formulate.
'`them after having read the episodes.

Consider partially individualizing the cuAufal reading-component of the course. Because-there are numerous supplementary:
reading materials in existence, individualizing -this component
would'permit he inclusion-of cultural readings on similar-,
topics-at dif rent levels of difficulty. In tranSforming the
readings into s lf-iristructional units, the teacher could
follow or-adapt- he model presented in:the individualized
; culture capsule i lustrited earlier.
_Integrating,Culture and _Writing.

Ihe-writing skill- offers an excellent opportunity for integrating language and-culture, becalise-it
can-be control -led at arious-levels of difficulty. Trio reservations
Are in-Pordei,:however. _First, the teachet-should, be-cautious about
_
making too many open-ended writink assignMents- (e.g.,=write a,ones
page compesitionon Spanish eating-habits), lest students get -intothe habit of fulfilling.the Assignmentsby coMpoping
.English essays- hat ate then:beyond-their abilities;to.translate.
Second,-'integrated writing_assignmetts shoulCbe-evaluated for cultural as well as- linguistic content, thereby encouraging adequate
student attention to both'components.
Suggestions for integrating
culture-and writing include ,the

Teach students to write_pertonal and commercial letters, andhave them write actual letters to -individuals'ot ,companies in:0
the ibmeign country: letters,to 'pen-pals Could-be structured
by identifying the type of'information sbdght on specific cul -.
tural topics.:
Letters soliciting information from hotels or
travel agencies might firstrequire the planningof a trip to
a foreign country. Teachers-planning such activities, should
consult letter-writing manuals.16'17
,
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- Give the students one or more-cultural general4ratiols'and ask
them to write sample statements illustratinA.the'concept.
't

generalization: In In Latin,AMe4cau countries, schedules are.
followed much -less strictly than:in-the United States,

'

-Pbtential student answers:
1.
An individuar with a-10 a.m.
business appointment in Mexico City should-not,expectto,_
business
Seen-precisely at-that time. 2. A=persOn in:Puerto Rico
aYiiving at 8 p.m. for a_spaity, scheduled at that-timeinight
-find the hostess taking attath.

Generalization: the annual vacation_ is a saCrcd element ire
thelife--of the French.
SNI

:Potential student answers: 1. :French 'workers are guarpteed one month's vacation -per year, usually taken in July or

.

Families begin planning the next year's vacation
2
August.
immediately, upon returning from their latest one.
3.
Paris
in August is virtually empty.-of native -inhabitants.
Prepare short, incomplete narrative's describing the initial
phases of a cultural episode. ,914the basis of the information
presented and their_ own cultural gnowledge, stiidents complete
the narrative:

,

Teach er segment: It is a Monday /night in Paris during the
summer. Mike andSally Jones, two Americans visiting Paris,
are sittilg at a cafe planning tifeir next day's visit to. the "
LotiVre: 'Having determined exactly how 'to get there .by Metro
- and which 'parts otthe <Louvre to visit, they returkto their- .
hotel 'near the Tour MOntparnasse foi a goodnight's "-sleep.

-The follOwing morning:
c

.

..

Potential student answer: The following,morning-Mile and
4
Sally sleepilate anck-have a- leisurely- breakfast in their
hotel roonf. At ten Oclock they go to the Montparnasse-Bienvenue Metro Station and take the Porte de la Chapelle "' ,
ling to the Concorde Ft:Op:where they transfer to the Chateau
de Vincennes line that takes then: to"the Louvre Station.
When they arrive at the museum, they are disappointed; to

Ica= thatlike most museums in Paristhe Louvre is closed
on Tuesdays. Therefore, they sit down in the nearby Jardindes TuileriestO discuss how they will now spend-this unex.,
pected free day .
i.,

.

,

Assign' guided compositions not only on tar et cult re topics
-bui also on Afneridan counterpart hehavior. The sla ter improves
eater underawareness of one's own culture and may lead to a
.
standing and 'acceptagce of the target culture.
.
-,,

Write a brief composition that includes the 'fol owing: What,
chtime in
when, and where a bank secretary might eat at
all American
a, small provincial French town, in Paris, in a
New York 'City or Chicago
town, and

in

Inte ratin Illustrations and Culture. Most modern- day textbooks
incl e attractive photographs taken in- the target countries as well
as illustrations of a va`riety .of realia. Unfortunately, these -pictures are often. not even mentioned in class, nor are they used as.a
An4Pexoellent approach for
base for, culturallyarelatrsd ,activities.
' fostering increa`sed integration-of these elements is to employ a
basic set of questions-for each illustration. The questions sug.<
gested -here are grouped into three categories, and although t ey
tend to be open, it would be simple to restructure them into more
4
specific closed questions for use with beginning classes and/or
- slower students.
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Description:

Information
gathering:

What do you see in this picture?
Can you describe some of the items?
What are people doing?
How are theY.deessed?
..
.
,
,

...

is

.

4.

.

,

,
Can you tell where or when this picture was
w ,taken?
:i .. k
.

,-

.

.

,

Does Ile picture tell you anything special about
s

'

life in, this country?

.

gi.

NI

Does -the picture portray a certain' - segment of

society in_ this country?
Is the - .picture of a general or. specific nature?

.
-Comparison:

CoUld a siinilat picture haVe been taken in other
parts of this country?
What makes this picture German, ifiany_thing?

t,
,

Could a similar_ picture have been taken -iii- the
°Un.ited States?' 'Where? -If not, -why -?

'

'Where mould you; go- in the United- States to take- at

picture 'of contrasti4 culturaL.habits?

0

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has not been to praise the virtues of culture and mandate its extensive inclusion in the foreign language
curriculum.
Rather -it has been to discuis the goals, curricular
strategies, and claSsroom .techniques available for teachers to con.,
Sider Teachers who do pot claim culture as a ,goal Cannot' be crIticiied for not including it in the curriculum. However, -those wh'
believe ill, the importance of cross-cultural learning as a part of
language instruction and who state this in their objectives must
take steps to achieve and evaluate these goals. Classroom activi-

4

ties should- be congruent_ with_ goal statenients; fosterinV --under-

standing of the 4foreign culture must go beyond learning to spell
the,name of the country correctly. We hope that the suggestions
presented here will not only increase interest in teaching culture
but will- also facilitate the task in the. classroom.

1
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Do some of the objects or places in this picture
have historical significance?
.

.

,
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Standard-Beginning-Level TextboOks

The increasing interest in the teaching of culture-has-given rise
to Much mdre fully developed cultural components in textbodks.
-n Although the list beloy,is not all7incluSive, it contains those
texts that the author considers to have-made the greatest contribu.-tion toward the teaching of culture. -Only beginning- level = textbooks
are cited; all these Tublishers offer a comparably,dfiveloped intermediate-level text.
1

French
2.2

Coulombe, Roger.
Rand McNally.

1:974.

Voix et visages de laFrance.

Chicago:

e

Fach'unit includes a pection-entitled "thez les Francais "
which is an integrated presentation of the. cultural features
found .in the unit dialogues and reading texts.
The_intermediatelevel text, Voix et visages du monde francais, includes lengthy
segments devoted to the contemporary culture of several .French-1
w
speaking.countries,
Naldman, Albert, Guy MScMillin, Marcel LaVertne and Simon .Belasco..
.,1977.
Son _et Sens.
Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Toresman.

There are no separate cultural, sections; but the French way of
life arid French attitudes and ,customs are central- to the book,

pervading the dialogues, the reddingg', the line drawings and
photographs, and many of the exercises. The student text includes
extensive notes explaining various cultural features. The
teacher's edition contains a "Cultural 'SuppleMent"-that_provides
the teacher with a wealth of additional cultural inforMationneatly correlated to
items in each lessen.
A_

Valette, Jean-Paul.and Rebecca M, Valette.
1975,
Mastery I,
Lexingto'n, Mass.:
D. C. Heath. .

French for

4

The cultural material is contained in the "Notes culturelles"
of individual modules (five per lesson), in'four separate illustrated sections entitled "'Images de La France," and in the sections of the workbook entitled "Recreation culturelle." The last

-
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-

f,

includes suggestions-for realia, at well as notes and-student
_activities. The introdUCtory material for each module is ,highly
culturally oriented.
,

German

-

.

;

)

...

r

.a

ii

.

'.
.

Moeller, Jack, Helmut Ludloff, Alfred Hoelzel, Robert Simmons and
Eqi Tangert. 1976.' German today, one. Rev. ed. Boston:
HoughtOn Mifflin.
.
.

.

f

Each unit contains briefseparate cultural notes related to
In addition, six of the sixteen
units includeocultural readings in German on topics relatdd to
the thew ofithe core material.
the language material'- presented.

'Winkler, George.,
Jovanovich.

.

1978._ Unsere Freunde.

Nec./ York:

Harcourt Brate

A-highly integrated language and culture text that devotes at
-least equal-attention to the cultural component.
Also-proVides
an. unusually large number of culturally oriented-color photographs
and illustrations that -play an essential part'in each lesson.
In additiOn,xthe book includes four eight-page_cultural.phcto
.essays,- scattered culture notes, and, beginning -with Unit 7,
-ophonal* cultural- readings in Gertan.
A section-of the teacher's
edition includes, ad4itional,cultural information for each limit and
make interesting suggestions for its teaching.

Spanish-

0
a

'

-Bull, William, Laurel-AYBriscoe,-Enrique-E. Lamadrici, Carl Dellaccioand Margaret 4. Brown. 1972. Spanish for communication. Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin.
.
Althodhh thii; text does not Integr'ate culture in a-highly
.visible manne
it ineIudes-a large-number pf separate cultural

.notes-called-"Etapashich,present-excellent contrasts-between
life in-the United-States and in Spanish-speaking areas.
,

Da5ilva,. Zenia Sacks.

1975.

Usted-y Yoe gel,/ York: Macmillan.

,

Culture is cleverly wove n-into "Escenas de la vida,",a section
of each lesson where situations are presented 4n which language
can _be experienced-in action. In_addition, each lesson contains
an optional segment entitled "Notes hispanicas",-rhort readings
in-Spanish-thatportray daily-life in Spain and Latin-America.
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\
Griffith, Paul, Sandra Briggs, Eduardo Neole-Silva and Robert L.
Glenview, Ill.: Scptt,
Nicholas. 1978. Churros y chocolate.
Foresman.
This text offers dialogues with cultural notes in- odd - numbered
lessons, and readings in Spanish also accompanied by English
culturel notes in even-numbered ones. The teacher's edition
includes an excellent cultural supplement correlated to'specifico
items in the lessons..
6

1
Language-Specific Supplementary Cultural Sources

Detroit:

Bourque, Jane M.
197-S The French teenager.
ment Press of. America. _

Advance,

Jarvis, Gilbert A., Th6rese M.'Bqrli:n1 Donald =E. Corbin and Diane,W.
Birckbichler. 1976.
Connattre et se connaitre. New York: Holt,/
-Rinehart arid- Winston.

%

A basic reader in which each selection is. followed
notes and related activities.
1976.

Jorstad, Helen -,L.

cultural

Skokie, Ill.:. National

The magazine.

Textbook.Compafty.

Materials for-duplication from-French magazines; accompanied
'apOopriate cultural exercises.
.

--bY-

Ladu, Tora T.
1974*What-makes the-French French.
Advancement Press of America.

r

Detroit:

..e-

Witten entirely in English, this book igives lnfoxination on
formal- and everyday French culture.
0

Rencontres culturelles
National Textbook Company'

Levno, Arley- Wa

Skokie, Ill,:

1977.

2

Fifty.minidramas portraying a Cultural conflict between an
American and a French person. Student activities that follow are
in the form of cultural 'assimilators.
1974. 'USA-France-culture-capsules.
Culture Contrasts Company.

-Miller, -Dale.

Salt lake-City:

_

Fifty capsules entirely in EnglIsh with pedagogical.suggestions,
4
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Schulz, Renate A. 1976. The newspaper: French'mini-culture unit.
Skokie, Ill.:, National Textbook Company.'

Same as Jorstad but uses-newspaper sources.
Wylie, Lawrence and Armand Bogue.
Cliffs, N.J.:, Prentice Hall.

1970.

Les Francais.

Englewood

,

"Cultural information in French for teacher use.

German

Burmeister, Irmgard, ed.
burg:
Atlantik BrUcke.

1970.

These strange German ways.

Ham-

Excellent source in English for information on everyday German
culture.
.

.

Drath, Viola H.'and Otto G:'Graf. 1969. Typisch deutsChRev.
dd.- New York: Hoft, Rinehart andlinston.
'

Pindur, Nancy. 1974. The German teenager in profile._ Detroit:
Advancement Press of America. '

Information in English about german teenage life.
/

Instructor's manual
Rogers, R. Max and A'rthyr R. Watkins.
1973.
for German through conversational patterns. New- York:' Dodd',
Mead.
.

COntains 93 culture capsules written in German.

Schulz, RenAte A., R. Burkey, M. Morris and U. Vogel.
19.78.
lachen, lernen. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

Lesen,

A basic reader similar to the Jarvis et al. text in French.

Spanish

1974: The Spanish' teenager.
-Bcurque,-.Jane, E. Allen and-S. Briggs.
Detroit:* Advancement Press of America.

Livingin-Latin America: a case study of CiossGordon, Raymond L.
Skokie, IIY,I Natidhai:TeXtb-60k
cultural-communiCatiOn-,--1974.
Company.
4

Hatton, Robert W. and Gordon L. Jackson. 1974 The bullfight.
Detroit: Advancement Press of America.'
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Knorre, Maxtha L., J: Lett, Jr., W. F. Ratliff, P. Boylan andNew York: -Holt, RinehUrt and
A, Pardo.
1977. 'Cara- a -cara.
Winston."
A basic' reader similar to the Jarvis et al ..text in French.
'Lath!, Tora T.

1975.

Yam, makes the 'Spanish Spanish-.

Detroit:

Advancement Press of America.
Miller, J. Dale and Russell H. Bishop. USA-Mexico culture capsules.
-1974.' Salt Lake City: Culture Contrasts Company.
-Seelye,. H: Ned -and Lawrence -Day.

=mini=culture unit.

Skokie,

The newspaper: Spanish
-National Textbook-Company.

1975.

Materials for duplication; similar to French =book -by samename.

Encuentros culturales. 1975. Skokie,.. Ill.:
Snyder, Barbara.
(See Rencontres culturelles in French
National= Textbook Company.
section.)
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Language Connection, ed.- -June K. -Phillips, ACTFL -.Foreign,.Lahguage Education Series., Volumb 9 (Skokie, Ill.: National
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-
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tern Language
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